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HENRI MATISSE
A HUMANISTJOLT
OF HAPPINESS
Often called the painter of happiness, the French master’s
great art is just what we need in this anxious, dark time

LARA MARLOWE

L

ike most of Henri Matisse’s
work, The Romanian Blouse
appears deceptively simple.
A woman smiles pensively,
blossoming like a flower. Her
face and dark hair are mere line drawings.
When Matisse painted it in 1939-40,
France was paralysed by the so-called
phoney war that preceded German
invasion.
Turned sideways, the blue, white and
red canvas is a French tricolour. With this
painting, “Matisse gave France a jolt of
happiness and a coded message,” says
Aurélie Verdier, commissioner of Matisse:
Like a Novel, at the Pompidou Centre in
Paris until February 22nd.* The exhibition
marks the 150th anniversary of Matisse’s
birth.
The Romanian Blouse became a cheery
mascot to occupied France, its modern
Mona Lisa. Postwar filmmakers adored
her. Jean-Luc Godard stuck a postcard of
the painting on a bedroom wall in Pierrot le
Fou. Éric Rohmer decorated Pauline’s
room in Pauline à la Plage with her poster.
Matisse had planned to flee when the war
started, but then reconsidered. “I felt like I
was deserting,” he wrote to his son Pierre.
“If everyone who has any value leaves, what
will remain of France?”
Matisse spent the war in Nice and
Vence, under virtual lockdown. His wife
Amélie and daughter Marguerite joined
the Resistance in Paris and were arrested
by the Gestapo. “My life is within the walls
of my studio,” he wrote to Pierre.
Yet the only brooding work of art in the
entire, 2,000sq m exhibition was painted at
the beginning of the first World War, not
the second. A black rectangular void covers
two-thirds of the canvas in French Window
at Collioure (1914). Faint lines seem to hint
at a balcony in the darkness.
The poet Louis Aragon spent 30 years
writing Henri Matisse: A Novel, from
which the title of the Paris show was taken.
Aragon said French Window at Collioure
was “the most mysterious painting ever
painted”. It was an obvious metaphor for

the war, and an exception in an otherwise
radiant oeuvre.
“Matisse is often called the painter of
happiness, and for once the legend is true,”
says Verdier. “Matisse’s goal was to give
happiness to people who looked at his
work. His art is just what we need in this
anxious, dark time.” As Aragon put it:
“The optimism of Matisse is a gift to our
ailing world.”
Art saved Matisse from a career as a
lawyer, the fate his merchant father had
chosen for him. And it revived him in old
age, after near-fatal surgery.
Aged 20, Matisse was convalescing from
appendicitis. He was dreading going back
to his job as a law clerk when his mother
surprised him with a paint set. “The mere
act of painting made me interested in life . . .
It was paradise found. I was free, alone,
calm, confident, whereas I had always been
a little anxious and bored,” he said.
Matisse began as a conventional painter.
Despite initial success – he sold a painting
to the state in 1895 – he felt dissatisfied
and determined to break the mould. He
purchased Cézanne’s Three Bathers. The
painting became a talisman that Matisse
said gave him “faith and perseverance”.

‘‘

Matisse saw himself
as a medium whose
duty it was to convey
the beauty of the
world to suffering
humans. But the
happiness he felt was
never commensurate
to the happiness he
gave. Unlike Picasso,
he suffered from
self-doubt
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Matisse was born in cold, damp northeastern France, and fell in love with the
Mediterranean during his honeymoon trip
to Corsica in 1898. He wrote euphorically of
“almond trees in blossom amid silvery olive
trees, and the blue, blue sea, so blue one
could eat it. The dark green orange trees
with fruit like incrusted jewels, tall eucalyptus trees with foliage spread like dark blue
cockerel feathers. And almost always, the
backdrop of high snow-capped mountains.”
Matisse painted neo-impressionist still
lifes, visibly influenced by Cézanne and
shimmering with luminosity. Colour and
light would be the hallmarks of his oeuvre,
windows a favourite theme. After early
flirtations with pointillism and fauvism,
Matisse rejected theory and forged his own
path, establishing what Aragon called “an
incessant requirement of invention”.
In his 1906 Self Portrait, Matisse wears a
striped sailor’s jersey and stares defiantly at
the viewer, his face painted incandescent,
fauvist green. For the fauves, Matisse’s
fellow painter André Derain said, “colours
became sticks of dynamite. Light exploded
from them.”
Early in the 20th century, Matisse’s work
was snapped up by Russian and American
millionaires, giving him international
recognition. It was slower to find favour
with the French. One of Matisse’s wealthy
patrons, the American writer Gertrude
Stein, said the Self Portrait was “too
intimate to be exhibited in public”. The
British critic Charles Lewis Hind found it
almost “radioactive”.
Matisse painted his daughter Marguerite – sitting regally, her high collar and
brooch hiding a scar from a tracheotomy
to treat a childhood illness – with a black
cat. He gave a similar portrait of Marguerite to Pablo Picasso, his friend and rival
for the status of greatest painter of the
20th century.
Georges Duthuit, the art critic whom
Marguerite later married, compared the
1910 portrait to a Byzantine mosaic.
Hind said Matisse painted “as a child
might have painted in the dawn of art,
seeing only the essentials in form and
colour”. That was exactly what Matisse
aspired to.

In Luxury I (1907), Venus stands on a
beach, attended by nude women, one
brandishing a bouquet, the other arranging
drapery at the goddess’s feet. The painting
prefigures the giant frescoes of Music and
Dance that Matisse would paint for the
Russian Sergei Shchukin and the American
Alfred Barnes.
Not all Americans were Matisse fans.
When Matisse exhibited in Chicago in
April 1913, students at the School of the
Art Institute staged a mock trial for
“artistic murder and theft, pictorial
arson, degenerate colour”. The students
burned three Matisse paintings in effigy,
including Luxury I.
Matisse said sculpting gave him a rest
from painting, but his art was all of a piece.
His bronze nudes closely resembled his
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Clockwise from
left: La Blouse
roumaine
(1940); Intérieur
aux aubergines
(1911);
Verve, n°21-22,
(1948); La
Tristesse
du roi (1952);
Porte-fenêtre à
Collioure (1914);
Le Luxe I (1907).
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1920s paintings of Odalisques and his Blue
Nudes of the 1950s.
The fellow painter who purchased
Matisse’s first decorative still life, The Red
Carpets (1906), described it as “a large
study of fabrics – dazzling, a jewel”. The
surface is mostly flat, though drapery on
the right hints at perspective. Matisse
was influenced by Islamic art, and often
included orientalist objects such as rugs
and ceramics in his compositions. Intricate
patterns of interlaced lines – arabesques –
were a frequent motif.
Matisse saturated his four large
Symphonic Interiors (1911) with an orgy of
decorative detail. Three were purchased by
Shchukin, leaving only one, Interior with
Aubergines, in France.
A newspaper critic of the time mocked

the painting as “A wallpaper design for a
mad person’s reception room”. Matisse
bought Interior with Aubergines back from
Michael and Sarah Stein, the brother and
sister-in-law of Gertrude, and donated it to
the Musée de Grenoble.
Today, Verdier considers Interior with
Aubergines “the most important canvas
by Matisse in French public collections”.
Because it is large and painted in tempera,
Aubergines is fragile and rarely travels. It is
the revelation of the Pompidou exhibition,
with a whole room to itself.
The French writer and poet Dominique
Fourcade called Interior with Aubergines
“radically decorative”. It has no focal point,
though Matisse again toys with perspective
in the fireplace to the left of the canvas. The
reflection in the mirror next to the fireplace

does not correspond to what we see in the
room. A woman’s hem and ankle seem to
traverse the reflection, adding a sense of
mystery and movement. One is vaguely
reminded of Velazquez’ Meninas.
Matisse said he “came within an Angora
cat hair” of dying of colon cancer in 1941.
He was too weak to stand and paint, so
he began what he called “painting with
scissors”, transforming the découpage or
paper cut-out technique he had used to
design large frescoes into a new artistic
discipline that melded form and colour and
blurred the frontier between drawing,
painting and sculpture.
Large sheets of paper were coated with
gouache, opaque watercolours thickened
with glue. Matisse cut forms from the
coloured paper and instructed assistants to
arrange them on canvas.
The découpage works Matisse started
after his surgery and continued almost until
his death in 1954 were the last creative
burst of a spectacular career. He used
découpage to illustrate magazine and
catalogue covers, to create the 1947 collector’s book Jazz, the series of Blue Nude
“paintings” and the monumental Sorrows
of the King. Découpage enabled Matisse to
design the stained-glass windows of the
Chapelle du Rosaire in Vence, which he
considered his masterpiece.
Matisse saw himself as a medium whose

duty it was to convey the beauty of the world
to suffering humans. But the happiness
he felt was never commensurate to the
happiness he gave. Unlike Picasso, he
suffered from self-doubt.
“Painting makes me happy sometimes,
but one pays for these moments,” Matisse
wrote. “My fate is comprised of two things,
one excellent, the other terribly bitter,
which do not blend into an acceptable
average. If you tell me I am a great artist,
I cannot really believe it, for my strength
comes from my near constant doubt.”
*WithFranceunderlockdownandthe
PompidouCentreclosedatleastuntil
December1st,themuseumisconsidering
extendingtheexhibitionbeyondFebruary
22nd.Avideoofaguidedtourwillsoonbe
availableonYouTube.Thesplendidcatalogue
canbeorderedfromcentrepompidou.fr,
Amazonandotherwebsites
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‘I AM AN
IRISHMAN
AND I LOVE
A GOOD
FIGHT’

Artist Sean Scully still revels in the bragging,
sarcastic, swearing, street-fighter persona
of his Dublin youth. But every now and then,
glimpses of a softer side peek through

LARA MARLOWE

S

ean Scully’s oil painting
Landline Rising Blue hangs at
the back of the Thaddaeus
Ropac gallery, up a few steps
where the altar would be if the
ultra-modern, white-walled, granitefloored space in the Marais were a church.
Sunlight pours in through a skylight. The
rich, blue horizontal stripes exude serenity.
Visiting Scully’s Between Heaven and
Earth exhibition is almost a religious
experience.
“My paintings are created to make
something that is not as troubled as I am.
Not as violent as I am, not as opinionated,
not as visceral,” Scully says as he guides me
through his biggest Paris show in 25 years.
Scully is one of the world’s most famous
abstract painters, and doubtless the
most successful living Irish artist. His
multicoloured paintings of stripes and
boxes, and the steel and stone sculptures
he creates from similar themes, are
instantly recognisable.
Most of the 22 paintings on show in Paris
until July 31st are priced between ¤1 million
and ¤2 million each. Eager to guarantee his
own legacy, Scully gives generously to
museums, but retains much of his own
work to allow him to control supply – and
prices.
Scully owns homes in Bavaria, Berlin,
London, Munich and New York, and
has just acquired a large 19th-century
country house outside Aix-en-Provence.
Its proximity to Château La Coste,
owned by his close friend, the Belfast-born
property magnate Paddy McKillen, was a
key motivation for the purchase. Scully is

part of what he calls “the Irish gang” in
southern France, which includes McKillen
and their mutual friend Bono.
The election of Donald Trump in 2016
“broke my relationship with America”,
Scully says. “I’m heartbroken. I can’t
forgive it.” But Trump’s re-election bid
failed, I note. “I still can’t forgive it. He won
and the ugly, bigoted, racist underbelly of
America now feels entitled. That has
influenced my decision to try and educate
my son in Europe.”
Scully hopes to settle eventually between
his home at Mooseurach, south of Munich,
and Aix. He turned 76 on June 30th, and
says he intends to live another 20 years,
retiring at 95.
FromagypsycampsitetoHarvard
Scully relishes telling his own rags-toriches story, “from the streets of Inchicore
to his own private jet . . . from a gypsy
campsite to Harvard”. He speaks with a
strong working-class London accent – think
Michael Caine or Bob Hoskins – and he
remains in many ways a scrappy, bragging,
swearing, street-fighter, wielding sarcasm
like a knife. “I am an Irishman and I love
a good fight,” he says. “So the stones that
[art critics] threw at me, I said, ‘Okay,
motherf**kers, take some more’.”
Scully’s outbursts alternate with learned
perorations about the great painters of
history. Glimpses of Scully the softie peek
around the rough edges, similar to the way
canvas or metal supports can be seen
through his painted surfaces. He recounts
the stray dogs he rescued in Morocco and
the Bahamas, explains his vegetarianism:
“Every day six billion animals are killed. I
don’t want to be a part of that.”
Scully is most endearing when he evokes
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“my lovely wife”, the Swiss artist Liliane
Tomasko, and their 12-year-old son, Oisín.
Utter self-confidence and sheer force of will
enabled him to transform his impoverished
childhood and the tragic loss of his son from
his first marriage into something positive.
He describes his life at present as “very
sweet”.
The Paris exhibition features four main
themes of Scully’s art. He has returned

‘‘

My paintings are
created to make
something that is not
as troubled as I am.
Not as violent as I am,
not as opinionated,
not as visceral

to the Wall of Light and Inset motifs
repeatedly over three decades. The
Landline series is more recent, and he
invented the Mirroring series during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
In the Wall of Light paintings, Scully
applies several layers of oil paint to create
what looks like an irregular, multicoloured,
luminous brick wall. Bono, who collects
Scully’s art, has called him “the bricklayer
of the soul”.
Scully successfully transposed the
theme to sculpture in Wall of Light Cubed,
constructed from pink and grey scored
boulders on the grounds of McKillen’s
Château La Coste. The giant cube conveys
monumental permanence, like the neolithic ruins that Scully admires in Ireland.
In recent years, Scully has painted a
great deal on copper and aluminium, in
part because of a fluke accident. The air
conditioning broke down at the Joan Miró
Foundation in Barcelona during his 2007
exhibition there. “There was one particular
lender who threatened to pull all his paintings out, which would have devastated the
exhibition, plus the paintings looked like
towels – I must say; distressed.” Metal
supports provide the added advantage of
giving the paintings a luminous look they
would not have on canvas.
The colours in Scully’s Walls of Light
range from grey – “the colour of memory” –
to bright red and orange. By his own
admission, his choice of colours is often
melancholy. It is perhaps a sign of his happy
family life that he used bright yellow
prominently in the Wall of Light entitled
Star, painted under lockdown this year.
“This is an homage to my beloved Van
Gogh, who I adore,” Scully says. The title
refers to Van Gogh’s Starry Night.
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In his late teens, Scully worked as a
labourer on the Victoria Station Ballroom
in London. He went to see Van Gogh’s
Chair at the Tate Millbank every day during
his lunch break. “It seemed as if it was
something I could do myself,” he told the
BBC’s 2019 documentary, “Unstoppable:
Sean Scully and The Art of Everything.”
Metaphorofthemountain
Scully compares his Walls of Light to
Cézanne’s paintings of the Montagne
Sainte-Victoire, and to Claude Monet’s
series of Rouen Cathedral. “The metaphor
of the mountain made of monumental
boulders is echoed in the walls I paint,”
he told the French edition of The Art
Newspaper. Monet’s “transformation of a
stone edifice into a luminous image, the
cancellation of physical weight through
painting, I find that very moving.”
Scully compares his incorporation of
insets into his paintings to Matisse’s use of
windows. During the pandemic, he created
a series of works with large, black insets at
their centre, an allusion to the Russian
avant-garde artist Kazimir Malevich, and a
personal expression of dismay.
“The black square by Malevich [in 1915]
and the urinal by R Mutt [the pseudonym
used by Marcel Duchamp in 1917] are
the two radical icons at the beginning
of the 20th century,” Scully explains. He
describes Malevich’s square as “a cultural
fact that somehow flies through the air
and gets repositioned in the middle of a
painting . . . It’s a portrait of our time.”
Black Window Pale Land, painted last
year in Bavaria, combines the horizontal
stripes of a Landlines painting with a black
insert. It is, Scully admits, barren and
austere. “Smack in the middle of it is this

nihilistic object that refers of course to the
situation we were in, not that we’re in now,
but the one we were in, which was no past
and a difficult future.”
Scully’s Landlines series grew out of a
photo he took from a clifftop in Norfolk in
1999, showing bands of green grass,
blue-green sea and grey sky. He has also
likened the Landlines paintings to the view
from Galway Bay towards the Aran Islands.
The Landlines are inspired by 19th-century
romantic European landscape paintings,
Scully says. One could almost transpose the
monk in Caspar David Friedrich’s Monk by
the Sea, one of the most famous paintings in
Germany, to the foreground of his own
Landline Rising Blue, he says.
There is a further explanation for the
Landlines series. In 2014, Scully became
addicted to Oxycontin after a back injury.
His wife discovered that it was a dangerous
opioid. Scully stopped taking it, went
through cold turkey, and was in such pain
that he could only paint horizontal stripes.
Scully’s latest innovation, the series
entitled Mirroring, created during the
pandemic, is presented for the first time at
the Thaddaeus Ropac gallery. The works
are comprised of large diptychs, painted on
aluminium, in which two Landlines separated by a vertical, aluminium strip seem to
reflect each other. “These are meant to be a
combination of a number of things like
book pages, musical scores, couples that
mirror each other but don’t imitate each
other exactly,” Scully explains. “I’m playing
around with the idea, the mutation and
repetition, and of course I’m making
references to 19th-century painting.”
Scully has lectured in universities around
the world. The Chinese dissident artist
Ai Weiwei was one of his students. Nuggets

Clockwise from left: installation view of the
Sean Scully Entre ciel et terre exhibition in
Paris; Star (2021); Black Window Pale Land
(2020); Sean Scully photographed in St Moritz,
January 2020. PHOTOGRAPHS: CHARLES DUPRAT;
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of wisdom, invaluable for any creative
undertaking, shine through his bluster
and bravado. When I ask if he plans his
paintings in advance, he recounts a Monty
Python joke about German philosophers
playing football. “They were discussing
intuition versus logic and meanwhile
somebody else kicked the ball.” Artists
and writers must dispense with the
preliminaries and “just do it”, Scully says.
Nor does he indulge in self-doubt. “It’s
already difficult enough without you
putting roadblocks in your own way,”
he told the BBC documentary.
Scully’s “beloved Van Gogh” never sold a
painting and took his own life. “Van Gogh
couldn’t find a girlfriend. That was the real
problem,” Scully says. “He couldn’t find
love because he wanted it too much. It’s like
fishing: when you act too desperately,
things go away from you . . . You have to
allow something to come to you.”
Is the same true in art?
“Yeah,” Scully replies. “You can’t be
grasping. There’s a phrase in America:
‘She’s out of her skin.’ You never want to be
out of your skin. You want to be in your
body, in your work, and your work has to
embody your ambition. You can’t grasp,
because that’s ugly, ugly, ugly.”
SeanScully:Entrecieletterreisatthe
GalerieThaddaeusRopac,Paris,andonline
untilJuly31st,2021.Seeropac.net
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